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Summary

Goal

The development of Exeter St Davids station as an all-ways interchange rail hub.

Means

Regularisation and integration of main and secondary line timetables with a view to 
facilitating efficient interconnectivity.
Reconstruction of Exeter St Davids station and modification of train design to 
enable the above to operate with maximum efficiency and reliability.

Justification

For users, significant improvements in interconnectivity and reduced journey times.

For the community at large, enhanced possibilities of modal shift and improved 
quality of life.

For the transport industry, improved operability through regularisation of timetable, 
with the expectation of increased usage and fare-box revenue.

Cost

We have no means of estimating this, but recognise that the costs involved in 
reconstructing Exeter St Davids station will be considerable.

Timescale

10 to 15 years

Reading this paper

Those wishing to gain a quick view of the practical nature of this proposal 
should skip the preliminaries and go straight to sections 9 and 10. For those 
seeking what underpins it, please refer as well to sections 1 to 8 and to the 
Appendices.
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1   Unpacking connectivity

1.1  The goal: improved connectivity

Improve the functioning throughout each day of Exeter St Davids as a station for 
mainline and local rail services, with particular regard to increasing passengers’ 
convenience in making time-efficient and hassle-free connections between trains. 
This to involve the principal expresses on the line between Paddington and 
Plymouth and the trains providing local services radiating from Exeter, i.e. the 
nascent Devon Metro.

The goal is thus one of enhancing connectivity, a term with many meanings.

1.2  Three conceptions of connectivity

Transport links take many forms, commonly referred to under a single heading: 
‘connectivity’. For the purposes of this paper and with Devon in particular in mind, 
three need to be distinguished, two of them fortuitously associated with regional 
initiatives. Thus, as viewed by the Peninsula Rail Task Force (PRTF), a 
collaborative venture involving a number of local authorities and enterprise groups, 
it is about the south west’s ‘connectivity with London’1. For clarity, we shall refer to 
this as strategic connectivity. For the nascent Devon Metro (DM), a scheme 
proposed by Devon County Council for the development of the county’s internal rail 
services as a metro 'turn up and go' service centered on Exeter, the focus is 
essentially local. We shall refer to this as local connectivity. 

A third conception involves the link between the 
strategic and the local. This is effected 
principally through Exeter St Davids station, 
where the strategic and the local meet. For the 
most part, it involves passengers changing 
trains between the strategic and the local, or 
between one local route and another. We shall 
refer to this as interconnectivity and the place 
that allows it to be effected as its 
interconnective hub. The cover of GWR’s 
Train Times booklet D features a clear 
depiction of this interrelationship, with the 
station at Exeter St Davids its obvious hub, the 
bridge between the strategic and the local, 
(albeit without the line from Axminster!)
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2   Connectivity today: critique

2.1  Connectivity today

While much remains to be done, the strides taken by GWR, SWT and Network Rail 
to establish reliable and efficient strategic connectivity for the south west should 
be acknowledged. On weekdays, trains leave London Paddington for Devon and 
Cornwall at a regular time each hour throughout much of each day and reach the 
major cities and towns of the area with commendable speed. Their regularity and 
swiftness allow users to form a clear and confident picture of the quality of the 
service overall.

That picture is complemented by the provision of a service of slightly slower trains, 
also leaving Paddington and reaching Exeter St Davids at regular or nearly regular 
times, but serving more intermediate stations on the way. Much the same could be 
said of the corresponding arrangements for travel to London. As for the reliability of 
the service, Network Rail’s work to protect the rail system from flooding and coastal 
damage is impressive and promises to give it new security.

With regard to local connectivity as it relates to the nascent Devon Metro service, 
progress under GWR and its immediate predecessors has in many ways been 
equally impressive. Thus the areas all around Exeter that are served by the local 
rail services that radiate from it - to and from Axminster, Exmouth, Paignton and 
Barnstaple - are now provided with more trains than ever before, over a greater 
period each day, operating with increased regularity at largely clock-face intervals. 
Further, the introduction of greatly improved, albeit refurbished, rolling stock, has 
markedly enhanced the quality of the conditions in which users travel.

Facilities for interconnectivity, as defined above, by contrast fall well short of what 
is possible. They require a section of their own. It follows immediately.

2.2  Facilities for interconnectivity via the Exeter St Davids hub

Potentially, Exeter St Davids offers multi-directional interconnectivity. Local 
services to and from Exmouth, Paignton, Barnstaple and the former Southern 
Railway main line all centre on it. So does the Taunton-Plymouth main line. Each in 
principle offers links to and from all the others, including the Newton Abbot-Exeter 
St Davids stretch of the GW. The station provides strategic connectivity to and from 
Paddington (and Bristol, South Wales and the Midlands) in one direction and 
Plymouth and Cornwall in the other. 

We could look at all the options currently available. For economy, however, we 
concentrate on interconnectivity between the Barnstaple-Exeter local service and 
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the GW mainline. Even this provides four main/local line links:  Paddington - 
Barnstaple; Barnstaple-Paddington; Plymouth - Barnstaple; and Barnstaple - 
Plymouth. This range is typical of what is offered by the whole local network.

More particularly, we look in detail at GWR’s draft Monday to Friday public timetable 
for 13 December 2020 to 15 May 2021, the most recent available to us. We view it 
as if it were in action, a state currently denied by Covid. What it offers for the main 
and the Barnstaple lines is typical of the current arrangements for the Exeter St 
Davids hub generally. In consequence we can safely generalise from it. We ask two 
basic questions: what do these arrangements offer to potential users? and what do 
they mean for the operators and for Network Rail? 

2.3  London Paddington to Barnstaple

Our findings for the ‘down’ direction, i.e., London Paddington to Barnstaple, are set 
out in Table 1, below. This summarises the key features of journey times between 
Paddington and Barnstaple. Travel over two routes, Paddington to St Davids and St 
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Table 1    GWR Draft Timetable Dec 2020 to May 2021
Paddington - Exeter St Davids - Barnstaple (Monday-Friday)

Paddington! ExStD! ! Mins wait! ExStD! ! Barnstaple! Total jour
dep ! ! arr! ! ExStD! ! dep ! ! arr! ! (hr:min)

0637! ! 0840! ! 39! ! 0919! ! 1028! ! 3:51
0804! ! 1007! ! 12! ! 1019! ! 1125! ! 3.21
0904! ! 1113! !   6! ! 1119! ! 1225! ! 3.21
1004! ! 1211! !   8! ! 1219! ! 1328! ! 3:25
1104! ! 1312! !   7! ! 1319! ! 1427! ! 3:25
1204! ! 1412! !   7! ! 1419! ! 1525! ! 3:21
1304! ! 1512! !   7! ! 1519! ! 1625! ! 3:21
1404! ! 1613! !   5! ! 1618! ! 1727! ! 3:23
1504! ! 1715! !   5! ! 1720! ! 1833! ! 3:29
1604! ! 1817! !   3! ! 1820! ! 1931! ! 3:27
1704! ! 1918! !   4! ! 1922! ! 2032! ! 3:28
1804! ! 2012! ! 12! ! 2026! ! 2128! ! 3:24
1904FO ! 2121! !   2! ! 2123! ! 2233! ! 3:29
1904FX! 2121! !   2! ! 2123! ! 2233! ! 3:29
2004! ! 2232! ! 20! ! 2252FO ! 0002! ! 3:58

Number of possible interconnections! ! ! ! 15
Variety of interconnection times! ! !           !! 10
Range!! ! ! ! ! !   !   !   2 - 39
Longest sequence of identical interconnection times!   !   3 (x7)



Davids to Barnstaple, with an interconnection at St Davids, is involved. 14 journeys 
are possible, 15 if one counts the FO and FX arrangements separately. We begin 
by considering overall journey times.

The first and last journeys available each day excepted, overall times are confined 
within narrow limits: from 3 hr 21 min to 3 hr 29 min, probably the swiftest 
Barnstaple has known. Interconnection times at St Davids vary, albeit by slight 
amounts: from 2 min to 12 min. In relation to this inconsistency, the first and last 
services are effectively outliers: they take half an hour or more longer.

The shorter overall times, which pertain to 13 of the 15 possible journeys, would 
provide Barnstaple with what we believe to be its quickest ever service. We suspect 
that, in principle, this would be welcomed by users. However, we note a trend in the 
Exeter St Davids interconnection times over the course of each day. These times 
are generous and therefore prospectively reliable up to and including the 1304 
departure from Paddington. From there on, however, they become progressively 
tight. We anticipate that few would relish the 3 and 4 min interconnections of the 
1604 and 1704 departures. The 2 min link of the Friday 1904 Paddington departure 
looks especially insecure. A wait of up to 89 minutes for the 2252FO departure from 
St Davids, by this time with its cafeteria long closed, would offer poor consolation. 
We suspect that those who could would drive from Taunton or Tiverton Parkway 
instead, or indeed would make their journeys entirely by road, to GWR’s loss.

The key matter to which we wish to draw attention here is the overall variation 
associated with interconnection between the main and the local line services. Apart 
from the 0637 departure, fast trains for Exeter St Davids leave Paddington 
consistently at 4 minutes past each hour: in short, 14 of the 15 possible daily 
services. By the time they reach St Davids, this regularity has almost entirely 
disappeared. Their arrivals at this potential hub station involve 11 different times 
past each hour. There are then 10 different waiting times for passengers going 
forward towards Barnstaple and 7 different departure times in minutes past the hour 
for the local trains they need. Moreover, the greatest variation is associated with the 
morning and evening peaks, when service reliability is at its highest premium for 
travellers and the railway’s operators alike.

We suggest that this has two consequences, both inimical to the development of 
rail as a public transport service. To passengers, it introduces uncertainty. This is 
surely one of the many factors that shape travellers’ decisions about which mode of 
travel to use. Have we read the timetables correctly? Does this connection give us 
time to get from one train to another? If our train is late, will the connection we need 
to make be held for us? And so on. For the rail operators, especially those at 
ground level, it means that the operation of almost every train must be treated as a 
special event. For drivers, at what speeds must they drive this particular train to 
ensure its punctual arrival? At what point should they begin to brake? For station 
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staff, how much time do they have to help passengers make their connections 
comfortably? For signallers, dare they give this slightly late running train priority 
over that one? When each interconnection involves a bespoke operation, the 
possibilities for error multiply and learning from experience becomes harder.

2.4  Barnstaple to London Paddington

In this we examine the facilities for connectivity between the rapidly growing 
conurbations around the estuaries of the Taw and Torridge and London. It should be 
noted that the total population of these conurbations approaches that of Exeter. Our 
analysis is tabulated in Table 2, below.
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Table 2    GWR Draft Timetable Dec 2020 to May 2021
Barnstaple -> Exeter St Davids -> London Paddington (Monday-Friday)

Barnstaple! ExStD! ! Mins wait! ExStD! ! PDN! ! Whole journey
dep ! ! arr! ! ExStD! ! dep ! ! arr! ! (hr:min)

0625! ! 0731! ! 18! ! 0749! ! 0959! ! 4:34
0722! ! 0835! ! 37! ! 0912! ! 1127! ! 4:05
0835! ! 0941! ! 34! ! 1015! ! 1229! ! 3:54
0935! ! 1041! ! 34! ! 1115! ! 1329! ! 3:54
1035! ! 1141! ! 34! ! 1215! ! 1427! ! 3:52! !
1135! ! 1240! ! 35! ! 1315! ! 1529! ! 3:54
1235! ! 1341! ! 34! ! 1415! ! 1629! ! 3:54!
1335! ! 1441! ! 12! ! 1453! ! 1709! ! 3:34
1435! ! 1541! ! 33! ! 1614! ! 1824! ! 3:49
1535! ! 1651! ! 23! ! 1714! ! 1924! ! 3:49
1631! ! 1750! ! 26! ! 1916! ! 2129! ! 4:58
1732! ! 1850! ! 26! ! 1916! ! 2129! ! 3:57! !
1838! ! 1952! !   3! ! 1955! ! 2226! ! 3:48! !
1942! ! 2051! ! ! ! no connection
2038 FX! 2150! ! ! ! no connection
2038 FO ! 2130! ! ! ! no connection
2141! ! 2246! ! ! ! no connection
2239 FX! 2344! ! 77! ! 0101! ! 0504! ! 5:25!
2309 FO ! 0012! ! 54! ! 0106! ! 0507! ! 5:58

Total number of possible interconnections! ! 15
Variety of interconnection times! ! !            11
Range!! ! ! ! ! !   !   3 - 77
Longest sequence of identical interconnection times!   3 (x34)



As with the Paddington to Barnstaple service, interconnection times at Exeter St 
Davids are inconsistent: 15 connecting train pairs per day, with 11 different waiting 
times. The latter range from a tight 3 minutes to 77 minutes, a time so lengthy that it 
hardly counts as a link at all. 7 of these have fairly closely matching interconnection 
times. They vary between 33 and 37 minutes. All, therefore, are lengthy. The most 
secure involve waiting times averaging 29 minutes, an unattractive proposition for 
most. This is in addition to the time users spend in trains that are actually moving. 

We further note how the main issues highlighted in our consideration of the service 
in the down, Paddington to Barnstaple, direction - inconsistency in the arrival times 
of trains at St Davids, in the interconnection times involved and in the timings of the 
subsequent departures for the final leg of each journey - are mirrored in the 
Barnstaple - Paddington service. If there is a single key difference, it is that the 
interconnection and overall journey times are significantly longer. It is hardly 
surprising that rail connectivity between north Devon and London is widely 
regarded as unacceptably slow and that many heading for the capital drive to 
Tiverton Parkway or Taunton to reduce their overall journey times. Others 
commonly ignore rail altogether.

2.5  Connectivity between Plymouth and Barnstaple

Two further mainline/local line links that involve Barnstaple are available: Plymouth 
to Barnstaple and Barnstaple to Plymouth. Their strengths and weaknesses so 
closely resemble those of the services already considered that it would be 
superfluous to set them out in detail. For those who might wish to test this 
proposition, details of the services, with particular reference to their 
interconnectivity, are provided in Tables 3 and 4 in the appendices.

2.6  Interconnectivity: the mainline and local services

We have assumed that patterns apparent in the current relationship between the 
strategic mainline and the Barnstaple local service are consistent with the other 
services based on the Exeter St Davids hub, namely those to and from the 
Axminster line, Exmouth and Paignton. This is not an idle assertion. The moves 
towards clock face timetabling GWR and its predecessors have instituted on the 
Barnstaple line have clearly been matched on the other services.

One difference, however, must be noted. Whereas the Barnstaple service is hourly 
for much of each day, a largely half-hourly through service operates over the 
Exmouth and Paignton lines. A consequence of this is that interconnections 
between these services and mainline trains involving scheduled waits at St Davids 
of 30 minutes or more are not required. The difficulties occasioned by the Covid-19 
pandemic have led to the suspension of this additional layer of service. In the 
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expectation that it will eventually be restored, we will continue to assume that it is 
the higher level of service that we should take into account.

We can therefore justifiably maintain that the weaknesses we have noted in the 
interconnections between mainline and local trains identified above, as well as 
between the local services themselves, pertain to the Exeter-centred operation as a 
whole. To reiterate them is unnecessary, yet to sum them up is desirable. A single 
word is enough to characterise the whole: erratic. The challenge of turning what 
Exeter St Davids now provides into something that is integrated, regular, reliable 
and easy to comprehend is at the heart of what our proposal is about.

3   The model for an alternative approach - and a key question for the 
railway

Inspiration for the alternative approach we propose comes from beyond our shores, 
from the European continent, even from the Antipodes. One word captures it: ‘Takt’; 
a German word, meaning rhythm, as in the rhythm signalled by the orchestral 
conductor’s baton; in English, ‘pulse’, as in the regular pulse of the heart. Around 
this, we build the principle of a timetable planned on the basis of an hourly rhythm 
or pulse: in German, a Taktfahrplan, a rhythm-based transport plan; in English, an 
integrated pulse timetable. Such systems explicitly acknowledge that users 
commonly opt into transport networks, not merely individual trains or buses. 
Regularity, reliability and ease of connection between transport modes are central 
to what they offer. Easy memorability of the timetables they offer is among the 
bonuses they deliver.

Such rhythmic systems are increasingly common in developed countries throughout 
the world, for instance in Germany, the Netherlands, the USA and parts of Australia.  
Switzerland offers particularly useful evidence of public support for their introduction 
and for their efficacy in practice. Their development at both cantonal and national 
levels is sanctioned by plebiscites, both local and national. The population densities 
of Switzerland’s urban and rural areas are similar to those of the UK, and to those 
of Devon in particular. The country as a whole is demonstrably more wealthy. Per 
head, car ownership is significantly higher.2 Yet usage of public transport for all 
purposes, including journeys to work, is greater. Per head, people use the railways 
almost three times as often as in Britain.3 One might note what happened in Zurich 
when its Takt-based system was first set up: ‘Within four years of its opening, rail 
patronage had jumped to 129 per cent of the previous system’s figure’.4
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Transport Policy 52, p.177

3 Tyler, J, 2004, The Future of the Railways, Supplementary memorandum by Passenger Transport Networks 
(FOR 84A), [Parliamentary] Select Committee on Transport

4 Petersen, T, 2016, as above, p. 178



Evidence like this should of course be viewed circumspectly. At cantonal level, 
Zurich has a full Taktfahrplan system. It is also part of a national network. Ease of 
transfer between all its elements is explicitly central to its operation. As noted 
above, that ease is not designed into Exeter St Davids station’s current provision. 
Moreover, we merely propose a locally relevant system, linking the GWR main line 
to the proposed Devon Metro: a train to train interconnection hub, albeit very useful 
in itself.

But even this modest proposal would offer an opportunity to experiment with 
something that could be developed on a wider scale. We can set out the basic 
principles. To work them out in full practical detail, however, would be a task for 
professionals. As amateurs in this field, we offer the particular example of Exeter St 
Davids to your experienced associates with a view to seeking their views, not on 
whether it is desirable, for clearly we believe that it is, but rather on its feasibility. In 
brief, we ask a straight question: could this scheme be made to work?

4  Justifications for the development of Exeter St Davids as an 
interconnective rail hub

4.1  Choice:   Our society as a whole has developed a range of facilities that 
enable its members to meet their transport needs. Chief among them are road, rail 
and air. For the most part, which of these people opt for when they travel is a matter 
of individual choice. The influences on their choices are many and range from cost 
to convenience and to comfort. At base, they boil down to perceived utility. The 
consequences of their choices, however, are not just for individuals, but also for 
society as a whole, for what is provided for society, not just for now, but also for the 
future. They may be about a great deal more than local utility.

4.2   For users:   With regard to Devon in particular, while many rail journeys begin 
or end at Exeter, others start or finish elsewhere. If made entirely by rail, they 
involve changes between trains. With our concerns in mind, we assume that the 
ease with which potential users can plan for and effect such interconnections is 
among the determinants of whether they make their journeys wholly by rail, or in 
part, or entirely by other means, even whether to make their journeys at all. We 
suggest that, while rail’s provision for strategic and local connectivity are in some 
ways good, its facilities for interconnectivity at Exeter St Davids are seriously 
deficient. We urge the railway industry to consider their radical overhaul.

4.3  For the railway industry:   How the rail industry shapes its facilities for hub 
interconnectivity, as at Exeter St Davids, bears not only on the use travellers make 
of the system, but also on the ease of its operation. In Section 5, to follow, we will 
suggest that facilities designed to allow high hub interconnectivity relate directly to 
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the industry’s proper concern to provide a reliable, efficient and attractive service 
for its users.

4.4  For the wider community:   The consequences of choices individuals make 
bear on the range and extent of the alternative facilities the community must 
provide to enable people to travel, a necessary part of life. What it provides is 
therefore a matter for the general will, however this is determined. Here it is enough 
to note the growing concern for sustainability, climate change and public health 
makes this an urgent matter. With this in mind, the wider community has a proper 
interest in what is provided for individuals.

5   Key timetable conditions for a multidirectional interconnective rail 
hub

We propose that for the station at Exeter St Davids to be developed as a 
multidirectional interconnective rail hub, certain basic conditions must be met:

●  Timetables for the ’down’ and the ‘up’ directions of the main line must be 
aligned so that key trains, which we take to be their principal services between 
Paddington and Plymouth, are scheduled to arrive, pause and depart from St 
Davids at the same time in each hour. In short, the one must be the mirror image 
of the other. 

●  Timetables for the local services that centre on the station must be designed 
so that all the trains involved arrive at the same set time prior to the arrival of the 
main line trains, wait there and then leave together on their respective routes 
after the departure of their mainline counterparts, so that passengers can change 
between trains in any direction. 

●  Waiting times for all the services involved must be long enough for passengers 
to make smooth connections between any of the trains involved. 

●  This hourly pattern of arrivals, departures and waiting times should be 
repeatable throughout each day.

6   GWR: already within reach?

Amateurs as we are, we note that some of the conditions identified above are 
already close to being met. On the main line, 14 of the GWR’s 15 principal daily 
trains leave London Paddington for the west country at 4 minutes past each hour 
(expressed as xx04 etc from here on for economy). In the opposite direction, 10 of 
its 14 trains for Paddington leave Plymouth at or within 2 minutes of xx12. Similarly,  
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the GWR and its predecessors have made strides in recent years towards shaping 
local services around Exeter St Davids on hourly clock-face principles, even though 
their relationship to calls by the main line trains remains erratic.

We suspect that establishing fully regular times for trains on the main line might not 
be an insuperable challenge. We recognise that bringing the timetables in both 
directions on the main line into full mirror alignment, with common times for their 
meeting at the St Davids hub, would be more demanding. Bringing the local 
services into full alignment with those of the main line would be more demanding 
still. Nevertheless, we suggest that the superior interconnectivity between main and 
local services that this would facilitate makes this a highly desirable condition for all 
to strive for. We acknowledge that establishing the feasibility, as distinct from the 
desirability, of such a scheme must be the province of professionals with far greater 
expertise than ours. At the very least, we would welcome their comments on what 
we propose.

As a contribution to the whole debate, in sections 7, 8 and 9, below, we set out 
further details of what Exeter St Davids station should provide and then, in section 
10, a diagrammatic rendering of our conception of how the overall service might be 
operated.

7   Reshaping services at Exeter St Davids on pulse principles

7.1  Specific requirements

We suggest that, for the NDPTU scheme to work as a multidirectional hub, three 
basic conditions must be met:

●  The platforms must be capable of holding six trains separately but 
simultaneously, two of them full length, mainline length and four of them local, 
and afford as nearly as possible unimpeded access to the rail routes into and out 
of the station that relate to the scheme;

●  The signalling arrangements necessary to the safe and efficient operation of 
the scheme must be in place already or capable of being easily installed;

●  The station arrangements must afford passengers swift and easy movement 
between trains and into and out of the station (see sections 7.3 and 8).

7.2  Station capacity and signalling

Platforms 4 and 5 are capable of accommodating full length main line trains in both 
directions and offer unimpeded access to and from the main line. Platforms 2 and 3 
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are also long. Each affords access to and from the main line and the route to Exeter 
Central and beyond. Each is capable of accommodating two local trains end to end.

To allow this accommodation to be made in order to facilitate the operating practice 
envisaged in the NDPTU proposal, appropriate modifications would have to be 
made to the signalling and working arrangements at both St Davids and Exeter 
Central. These are professional matters beyond our scope, but we note that 
facilities at Salisbury might exemplify what would be required.

7.3  Ease of movement for passengers

Many years of experience of using Exeter St Davids have convinced us that, with 
current operating practice, arrangements for the easy and swift movement of 
passengers between trains and into and out of the station are seriously deficient. 
Movement along platforms 3, 4 and 5 is constricted throughout much of their length 
by the proximity of station buildings. Passage between platforms is constrained by 
the narrowness of the one operative over-bridge and its lengthy stairways. The 
stairway for platform 2 is especially bad: twisting, steep and without directional 
segregation, it is frequently congested. For passengers with luggage, push-chairs 
and so on, movement is particularly difficult and, in spite of GWR’s efforts to draw 
attention to its limitations, often dangerous. Lift facilities at the eastern end of the 
station are limited in size and, even when in full working order, fall short of what is 
needed to expedite movement.

A further impediment to the movement of passengers should be particularly noted. 
This is the considerable height difference between platform levels and the exit/
entrance levels of the rolling stock that uses the station. The problem is made 
worse in the case of maximum length rolling stock where end-loading facilities 
require an intermediate step bevelled to accommodate platform curvature. A few 
minutes observation of how this affects the ease and rapidity with which people 
leave and enter both mainline and local trains is enough to signal the deleterious 
effect this has on station waiting times.

In section 8, below, we outline the structural changes to St Davids that we suggest 
are essential if the problems noted above are to be overcome.

8   Adapting Exeter St Davids for multidirectional interconnectivity: 
structural changes

The impediments to the movement of passengers around Exeter St Davids noted 
above are so severe that, in the long run, solutions need to be found whether the 
scheme we advocate is adopted or not. If, however, it is to be adopted, the 
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relatively tight interconnection times envisaged will make them necessary anyway. 
Five will be required:

●  The over-bridge at the Paddington end of the station, currently used only for 
passengers requiring lifts, needs to be made available in addition to the existing 
bridge for general use by passengers crossing between platforms;

●  Both over-bridges need to be widened to facilitate easier passenger flows;

●  Both over-bridges should have up and down escalator facilities added, with lift 
facilities retained at the station’s Paddington end;

●  The heights of all the station’s platforms should be raised to facilitate level 
entrance to and exit from both mainline and local trains. We envisage this being 
part of a wider programme that would eventually cover all major stations and 
involve a standard platform height, as proposed in the European Commission 
Technical Specification for Interoperability 
2002/735/EC;

●  The adoption of a system-wide standardised 
platform height should be complemented by the 
establishment of a common floor level for new 
rolling stock that facilitates level passage between 
platforms and trains. Where needed, extendable 
floor fittings should be provided on the trains 
themselves. The accompanying photographs offer 
examples of how such facilities are already 
provided on rail systems elsewhere.
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Above right:  Matching platform and carriage floor heights. 
Carriage with extendable floor. Dresden, Germany.

Right:  Matching platform and carriage floor height. Perth, 
Western Australia

Below:  Coach with extendable floor, Zurich

Photos: Grahame Lawson!  



9  The overall scheme: operational requirements

These include:

●  a general indication of what the scheme requires for its operation (see section 
9.1);

●  an indication of where, with particular regard to local trains approaching Exeter 
St Davids from Paignton, a departure from the overall scheme would be required 
(see section 9.2);

●  an indication of where a departure from current practice for operating trains 
between Exeter Central and Exeter St Davids might be desirable (see section 9.3).

9.1  General requirements

●  Track arrangements that allow the main line trains to approach, be held at and 
depart from the station concurrently; and, with one exception (see 9.2, below), 4 
local trains to approach their platforms before the arrival of the main line trains, to 
be held at them and to leave the station concurrently 2 minutes after the departure 
of the main line trains;

●  We assume that, with trains entering platform 2 from both ends, additional 
signalling arrangements will be required. This is necessarily a professional matter, 
so we will say no more.

●  Sufficient waiting time while all trains are held at the station for passengers to 
change between any of the trains involved.

9.2  Local trains entering Exeter St Davids from Paignton

●  Since it must cross the line down from Exeter Central, the local service from 
Paignton into platform 2 at St Davids conflicts with services from Exeter Central to 
St Davids. To avoid this, we suggest that the service from Paignton be timed to 
arrive at St Davids 2 minutes in advance of the other local services.

9.3  Special requirement: trains between Exeter Central and St Davids

●  We understand that a particular safety requirement applies to the operation of 
trains down the short but steep gradient from Exeter Central station to Exeter St 
Davids, namely that the platform that the approaching train is descending towards 
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must be clear of other trains. Our scheme could involve two local trains making this 
descent in quick succession, one from the Axminster line and bound for Barnstaple, 
and the other from Exmouth, bound for Paignton. Both, however, need to be held at 
St Davids as part of our scheme to facilitate multi-directional interconnectivity. We 
suggest a different arrangement. See next point.

●  As part of our proposal, we envisage the Barnstaple and Paignton trains 
respectively coupling together within their dwell time at Exeter Central before they 
descend. At St Davids, they are then separated.

●  As a balancing measure, we envisage the two balancing local trains, one from 
Paignton bound for Exmouth, the other from Barnstaple bound for St James Park/
Whimple/Axminster, coupling together at their platform for the ascent to Exeter 
Central. In this way, we make a virtue out of necessity: train movements between 
the two stations are halved.

10   Diagrammatic representation of hourly operational sequence

●  The operational sequence represented in the figures that follow is intended to be 
regarded as a whole. It lasts 12 minutes. The choice of a particular start time is 
arbitrary. What matters is that it is seen as an operational timed sequence to be 
repeated hourly for as long as is required. In short, to the beat of the integrated 
pulse timetable cited in section 3, above.

●  09.53  (Fig. 1, below):  The hourly sequence begins with all the platforms clear.
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●  09.54 (Fig. 2, below):  As noted above, to reach platform 2, the local train from 
Paignton to Exmouth must cross the line down from Exeter Central, but not impede 
the local train descending the gradient to platform 3. It must make this crossing 
either before this descending train or after it. Population data and current usage 
indicate that traffic from Paignton inwards to St Davids is likely to be heaviest. We 
therefore propose that the local service from Paignton should take precedence. 
Bound for Exmouth, it should draw into St Davids platform 2, halting at a new signal 
just short of its midpoint at 09.54. This leaves the way clear for a combined local 
train to descend from Exeter Central to platform 3 and a further train to arrive from 
Barnstaple, with both arriving at 09.56 (see Fig. 3).

●  Passengers from the Paignton-Exmouth train can alight to leave St Davids 
station or proceed to another platform to await connections with further trains.

●  09.56 (Fig. 3, below): three further local trains arrive. One, from Barnstaple to St 
James Park, enters platform 2 and halts at a signal half way along the platform, 
then draws forward to be coupled to the Paignton to Exmouth train. Concurrently, 
two trains, one from St James Park to Barnstaple, the other from Exmouth to 
Paignton, which had been coupled together at Exeter Central, arrive at platform 3, 
where they will be uncoupled.

●  Passengers from the four local trains can alight to leave St Davids station, 
change to another one or proceed to platforms 4 or 5 for mainline trains.
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●  09.58 (Fig. 4, below):  Paddington to Plymouth mainline train arrives at platform 4 
and Plymouth to Paddington train arrives at platform 5. The local trains at platform 
2 are coupled to proceed to Exeter Central. The local trains at platform 3 are 
uncoupled.

●  Passengers from any of the four local trains held at platforms 2 and 3 can 
transfer to either of the two mainline trains or to any of the local trains. Similarly, 
passengers from the mainline trains can change to any of the local trains. 

● 10.02:  Mainline trains depart.

●  10.04 (Fig. 5, below):  Barnstaple to St James Park and Paignton to Exmouth 
metros, coupled together, depart for Exeter Central. St James Park to Barnstaple 
local departs for Barnstaple. Exmouth to Paignton local departs for Paignton.
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●  10.05 (Fig. 6, below):   all platforms now clear. 

●  Operation now complete. Sequence to be repeated 1 hour later and so on.
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Appendix 1

Table 3    GWR Draft Timetable Dec 2020 to May 2021
Plymouth -> Exeter St Davids -> Barnstaple (Monday-Friday)

Plymouth! ExStD! ! Mins wait! ExStD! ! Barnstaple! Whole journey
dep ! ! arr! ! ExStD! ! dep ! ! arr! ! (h:m)

0652! ! 0746! ! 24! ! 0810! ! 0928! ! 2:36

0812! ! 0909! ! 10! ! 0919! ! 1028! ! 2:16

0915! ! 1012! !   7! ! 1019! ! 1125! ! 2:10

1013! ! 1110! !   9! ! 1119! ! 1225! ! 2:12

1116! ! 1213! !   6! ! 1219! ! 1328! ! 2:12

1216! ! 1313! !   6! ! 1319! ! 1427  ! ! 2:11

1314! ! 1411! !   8! ! 1419! ! 1525  ! ! 2:11

1415! ! 1513! !   6! ! 1519! ! 1625! ! 2:10

1514! ! 1611! !   7! ! 1618! ! 1727! ! 2:13

1614! ! 1711! !   9! ! 1720! ! 1833! ! 2:19

1650! ! 1749! ! 31! ! 1820! ! 1931! ! 2:41

1815! ! 1913! !   9! ! 1922! ! 2032! ! 2:17

1857! ! 1952! ! 34! ! 2026! ! 2128! ! 2:31

1948! ! 2045! ! 38! ! 2123! ! 2233! ! 2:45
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Total number of possible interconnections! ! 14
Variety of interconnection times!! !                9
Range! ! ! ! ! ! !   6 - 38
Longest sequence of identical interconnection times!   2



Appendix 2

Table 4! GWR Draft Timetable Dec 2020 to May 2021
Barnstaple -> Exeter St Davids -> Plymouth (Monday-Friday)

Barnstaple! ExStD! ! Mins wait! ExStD! ! Plymouth! Whole jour
dep ! ! arr! ! ExStD! ! dep ! ! arr! ! (h:m)

0625! ! 0731! ! 12! ! 0743! ! 0840! ! 2:15! !

0722! ! 0835! !   8! ! 0843 ! ! 0934! ! 2:12! !

0835! ! 0941! !   7! ! 0948! ! 1045! ! 2:10! !

0935! ! 1041! !   8! ! 1049! ! 1148! ! 2:13! !

1035! ! 1141! !   7! ! 1148 ! ! 1247! ! 2:12! !

1135! ! 1240! ! 34! ! 1318! ! 1413! ! 2:38

1235! ! 1341! !   8! ! 1349! ! 1448! ! 2:13! !

1335! ! 1441! !   7! ! 1448! ! 1547! ! 2:12

1435! ! 1541! ! 33! ! 1614! ! 1712! ! 2:37

1535! ! 1651! ! 16! ! 1707! ! 1808! ! 2:33

1631! ! 1750! ! 30! ! 1820! ! 1920! ! 2:41

1732! ! 1850! ! 21! ! 1911! ! 2011! ! 2:39! !

1838! ! 1952! ! 22! ! 2014! ! 2112! ! 2:34! !

1942! ! 2051! ! 26! ! 2117! ! 2212! ! 2:30

2038 FX! 2150! ! 33! ! 2223! ! 2339! ! 3:01

2038 FO ! 2150! ! 33! ! 2223! ! 2339! ! 3:01
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Total number of possible interconnections! ! 16
Variety of interconnection times!! !              10
Range! ! ! ! ! ! !   2 - 34
Longest sequence of identical interconnection times!   2
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